
Hurley 172-14 
Reading 299-6 
Reading won by 127 runs 
  
What might appear to be a heavily unfavourable score line masks another improving 
performance by Hurley’s U9s on a sappingly hot Sunday morning next to the A4.  Put in to 
bat, Hurley faced the fiercest bowling we’ve yet seen, openers Lachlan and Archie losing 
four wickets in their three overs, earning a solitary bye in return.  As the intensity eased a 
little, Anna and Ella picked up the scoring with a boundary apiece – Anna’s firmly pulled and 
Ella’s a sweetly-timed clip off the legs that gave the long leg fielder no chance.  Lucy went 
two better with a towering pulled six that would have cleared a much more distant rope, 
calling Naomi for a run even as the ball disappeared.   
That was as good as it got, as the early bowlers returned and Hannah, Louis, Alex and Luca 
struggled against their pace and accuracy, and the wickets clattered again.  No disgrace in 
finding this difficult and we can work on defensive technique and getting in line. 
  
After a welcome drink (and the best interval biscuits of the season so far) it was out into the 
field, where things went much better in spite of the strength of the opposition.  Not only 
was our wide count down to less than one an over – huge progress since the start of the 
season – but we collected our best wicket tally so far, knocking over six batsmen.  More 
pleasing still was the varied manner of the dismissals, including a smart run-out off a wide, 
Hannah’s catch off her own bowling and Lachlan’s beautifully judged catch, down on one 
knee on the extra-cover boundary.  In between there was lots of backing up and tidy 
stopping and throwing – a well-disciplined performance that shows these players have 
learned a lot in the few weeks they’ve been playing together.  Well done! 
  
Hurley: Dawkins (c), Nye, Wood, Box A (w), Dyson, Box N, Shedden, Swinburne-Johnson (w), 
Wilson, Emanuel 
Thanks to Dean for umpiring, and to Matt for scoring and even tidying up my folder.    
 


